
Life Cycle of a StarLife Cycle of a Star



What are the stages of a star’s life?What are the stages of a star’s life?

Depends on how they start their life!!!!Depends on how they start their life!!!!

High Mass High Mass 

vs. vs. 

Low MassLow Mass



What are the stages ?What are the stages ?
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Compared to a Human Life SpanCompared to a Human Life Span

Graphic Courtesy of:
http://aspire.cosmic-ray.org/labs/star_life/starlife_main.html

http://aspire.cosmic-ray.org/labs/star_life/starlife_main.html




What happens during the stages?What happens during the stages?

Stage 1 – NebulaStage 1 – Nebula
 A cloud of dust and gasA cloud of dust and gas
 When the gas and dust When the gas and dust 

contracts under gravity, a contracts under gravity, a 
protostar is bornprotostar is born

http://www.mhhe.com/physsci/astronomy/arny_3e_update/constellation_quiz/assets/wint_sky.gif
http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=point.worldtel.net.pk/wallpaper/telescope/Hubble%20Eagle%20Nebula%20wide%20field%2004086y.jpg&imgrefurl=http://point.worldtel.net.pk/wallpaper/telescope/index001.html&h=1024&w=1024&sz=182&tbnid=iRlECGEdAF0J:&tbnh=150&tbnw=150&prev=/images?q=nebula&start=100&svnum=10&hl=en&lr=&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8&sa=N


Stage 2 –Main SequenceStage 2 –Main Sequence

Stage 2aStage 2a
 Star reaches Star reaches 

equilibrium (it’s stable)equilibrium (it’s stable)
 Can last up to Can last up to 

10 10 billionbillion years years

Stage 2bStage 2b
 Can last less thanCan last less than

1 1 millionmillion years years



Stage 3a –Red GiantStage 3a –Red Giant

1.1. Hydrogen in core is depletedHydrogen in core is depleted

2.2. Core contracts and heats upCore contracts and heats up

3.3. Heat causes the outer layers to expand Heat causes the outer layers to expand 

4.4. Expanding causes the layers to cool Expanding causes the layers to cool 



4a –Planetary Nebula4a –Planetary Nebula

1.1. All helium in the All helium in the 
giant has fused into giant has fused into 
carboncarbon

2.2. Core collapses Core collapses 
againagain

3.3. Outer layers of star Outer layers of star 
are expelled into are expelled into 
spacespace



5a –White Dwarf5a –White Dwarf

1.1. Core contracts even Core contracts even 
moremore

2.2. More layers expelled More layers expelled 
into spaceinto space

3.3. Leaves behind only Leaves behind only 
a hot, dense core a hot, dense core 
(about the size of (about the size of 
Earth)Earth)



6a –Black Dwarf6a –Black Dwarf
 A non-radiating ball of A non-radiating ball of 

gas where fusion has gas where fusion has 
ceased.ceased.

http://aspire.cosmic-ray.org/labs/star_life/hr_interactive.html
-click on “Interactive Lab” graphic in the middle

http://aspire.cosmic-ray.org/labs/star_life/hr_interactive.html




Step 3b –Red SupergiantStep 3b –Red Supergiant

 Hotter, larger and Hotter, larger and 
more orange than a more orange than a 
red giantred giant



4b -Supernova4b -Supernova

 All of the helium in a All of the helium in a 
supergiant has fused supergiant has fused 
into ironinto iron

 The core collapses The core collapses 
violentlyviolently

 The outer portion of The outer portion of 
the star explodesthe star explodes

Very Bright!!!!Very Bright!!!!



5b –Neutron Star5b –Neutron Star

If the core of a If the core of a 
supernova has 2 supernova has 2 
times more mass than times more mass than 
the sun;the sun;
 The core shrinks to 20 The core shrinks to 20 

km in diameterkm in diameter
 Only neutrons can Only neutrons can 

exist thereexist there
 1 tsp = 100 million    1 tsp = 100 million    

tonstons



5b –Black Hole5b –Black Hole

If the core of a If the core of a 
supernova has 3 supernova has 3 
times more mass than times more mass than 
the sun;the sun;
 Core collapses to the Core collapses to the 

point that It has no point that It has no 
volumevolume

 Gravity is so strong Gravity is so strong 
that nothing can that nothing can 
escape, not even lightescape, not even light



How do the sizes of the stars How do the sizes of the stars 
compare?compare?





 Where are stars with the highest Where are stars with the highest 
luminosity located?luminosity located?

 Where are the stars with the highest Where are the stars with the highest 
temperature located?temperature located?

 Where are average stars located?Where are average stars located?

 Where is our sun located and why?Where is our sun located and why?
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